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Morgan Single-Footing Horse
Association Membership Form
You don’t have to own a gaited Morgan or any
horse to join!
Membership includes four issues of the MORGAN SINGLEFOOTING NEWS
Check one: ( ) One year..$20.00
Canadians add $5.00
Memberships are on a Jan. through Dec. basis.
The MORGAN SINGLE-FOOTING NEWS is issued quarterly.
Publication months: February 1 May 1 September 1 December 1
Name________________________________________________
Farm
Name________________________________________________
Address:_____________________________________________
City:________________________________________________

*Please send your farm news, photos and interesting articles for publication to Vali Suddarth 4832 State Road BB, Montreal, Mo.
65591. vali@dam.net Club member participation is needed and very appreciated.
*Any typos or omissions PLEASE let me
know. Apology in advance.

State: ______________Zip____________
Phone: (______) ________________________________
E-Mail
Address______________________________________________
Web site
address______________________________________________

Check: ( ) Stallion Service ( )Stallion Service/Semen
Trans ( ) Stock For Sale ( ) Visitors Welcome

*Next issue due out May 1 2007
*Cover photo: foal from Jellico Farms

Make checks payable to MSFHA and mail to:
Janet Hunter 337 Hess Lane
Cobden, IL 62920

MSFHA STANDARD GAIT DESCRIPTIONs
Single-foot: a broad term used by old time horsemen to describe any gait other than a two beat gait. A single foot hits the ground at
a time. MSFHA has adopted the term ‘Single-Foot” as an umbrella term to describe the continuum. It includes the following gaits: fox
trot, running walk, rack and stepping pace.
Fox Trot: A four beat gait where the diagonal hooves move together with the front hoof hitting the ground slightly before the rear.
Running Walk: An even four beat cadence with each hoof hitting the ground singly, similar to a flat foot walk but with more speed.
Rack: A four beat cadence with each hoof hitting the ground singly but somewhat laterally in nature. The rack more closely resembles the running walk, but can develop more speed.
Stepping Pace: A four beat gait in which the lateral hooves move together with the hind hoof hitting the ground slightly before the front. This gait
is sometimes called a broken pace.

The Morgan Single-Footing Horse Association (MSFHA) is
a recognized service organization of the American Morgan
Horse Association (AMHA). The MSFHA takes the position
of promoting all Morgan types and disciplines with particular emphasis and promotion of the inherent four beat gaits
found within the present registry of the Morgan breed.
MSFHA is committed to research, education and promotion of these Morgan horses due to their outstanding athletic abilities.
Visit our web site at http://www.msfha.com

2006-2008 Officers
President
Ken Thomas, Thomas Morgans
650 E. 1070 N
Richfield, UT 84701
435-896-6824 klthomas@altazip.com
Vice President
Mel Frandsen Marymel Morgans
American Fork, Utah
801-756-4655
marymel@aol.com

The Morgan Single-Footing Horse News
is the official newsletter of the Morgan Single-Footing
Horse Association under the umbrella of the American
Morgan Horse Association. Neither the Associations nor
the editors are responsible for opinions expressed in the
articles or letters submitted for publication. Articles,
photos or other submissions must come with permission
to publish and be free of copyright infringement and are
guaranteed as such by anyone submitting items.

Member Benefits
 Quarterly newsletter
 Half Price discount web sites by Heidi Sutton Design
 Free text ads on classifieds page of MSFHA web site
when submitted as you wish it to appear on the
MSFHA site. We reserve the right to reject any submissions that are not properly composed or lack contact
information!!

 Free listing on member page if requested
Secretary/Treasurer
Janet Hunter, Hunter Hill Morgan Farm
337 Hess Lane
Cobden, IL 62920
hunterhf@shawneelink.net

All PAID photo advertisements are posted on MSFHA
Classifieds page as they appear in newsletter.

Advertising Rates:
Color ads:

B&W ads:

Publisher/ Editor
Vali Suddarth, Missouri Morgans
4832 State Road BB
Montreal, MO 65591
vali@tds.net 417-286-4720

Full Page: $60
Full Page: $30
Front inside cover $100.
Back Cover $100.
1/2Page: $15

Advisors:

Short classified ad- $10.00
Business card ad- $10.00

Gary Gray, Silvershoe Morgans
Highland, UT
801-756-4175
gary_l_gray22@msn.com
Lorrie Gray
lavolil@itlnet.net

580-380-7092
Don Prohaska, Bucksnort Morgans
507-634-7514
bucksnort@pobox.com
Kasson, MN
Martha Cather, Val Verde Morgans
San Antonio, New Mexico
505-835-5685 martha@prrc.nmt.edu

PLEASE NOTE NEW DEADLINES!!!
Articles, ads and photos submission
Winter Issue: January 30 2008
Spring Issue: April 1
Summer Issue: July 1
Fall Issue: October 1
Articles, ads, or photographs may be mailed via
post office to Vali Suddarth 4832 State Road BB,
Montreal, MO 65591 or emailed to vali@tds.net EMailed documents should be submitted in Word (doc,&
wpd) jpeg, pdf. Scan photos at or about 300 dpi for
clearest picture. Please keep files under 400 kb where
possible for faster downloading.

A NOTE FROM KEN

Breeding Gaited Morgans since

DIA H Dandy Walker

(DIA H Major Boy X Red Mountain Alexa)

KTM Tequila Rio
(Jan Mabie Pace X Mary Mels High C)

2007 colorful gaited fillies and colts for sale by the above stallions. Will have a possible smoky
black filly. Easy prices and plenty of gait...9 to choose from.

Ken Thomas, 650 E 1070 N. , Richfield, UT. 84701

New MSFHA Brochure now available
on line or in this newsletter. This
brochure has been produced to help
promote gaited Morgans, and anyone
is free to utilize this tool. Copy and
distribute at will.
Monthly E-Newsletters
In an attempt to keep everyone more
frequently updated you may have been
getting our E-Newsletters from MSFHA
Admin. Please respond to subjects of interest.
We are always looking for you input. The Enewsletters will be produced alternately by
the club Officers and Advisors and Editor.

Classified Ads on our website.
Remember this free tool available
to help you list your horses for sale
Take a look at it...it’s working
for others!!!

Officers and Advisors Tele-Conference Calls
Several months ago officers and advisors started participating in Monthly conference calls to discuss club
business, advertising, newsletter items, bylaws, etc.
Minutes of these meetings are kept by our secretary
Janet Hunter stating which officers and advisorts participated and subject materials of what was discussed. Participants of this meeting are a valuable asset to the
MSFHA and of service to us all. Those minutes are available to all club members upon request.

ESTIMATING YOUR HORSES’ WEIGHT
Determining your horse's body weight is useful in establishing basic daily rations and in monitoring your horse's health and general condition. It is necessary for administering de-worming products and medications. Unfortunately, most horse owners don't
have ready access to a set of livestock scales and must resort to visual evaluation of the horse for estimating his weight. Fortunately
there is a simple formula that can be used to estimate the horse's weight with fair accuracy. This formula is shown below:
Estimated Body Weight = Heartgirth x Heartgirth x Body Length / 330. (For yearlings divide by 301; for weanlings divide by 280)
For accuracy, it's advisable to have a helper when taking body length measurements and the horse should be standing somewhat
square. Horse heartgirth and body length measurements should be taken with a tape that is at least 75 inches long. Nonstretchable plastic or cloth measuring tapes are preferred for taking body measurements as metal tapes can scare horses making
them the least preferable tool for taking measurements. A piece of string or light rope can also be used to mark a heartgirth length
that is then measured by tape.
 Heartgirth, for purposes of this equation, is measured by running a tape measure all the way around the circumference of
the horse, using the highest part of the withers. Measure the heartgirth by placing the tape around the body pulling it tight
enough to depress the flesh slightly. For best results, take several heartgirth measurements and average them.
 Body length is measured from the point of the shoulder, straight back along the horse's side, around the rear and to the
point of the buttock.
In two demonstrations that were conducted at Texas A&M University a total of 12 horses were measured. The horses were of Arabian, Quarter Horse or Thoroughbred breeding and had been actually weighed on a set of scales. The tape measurements and the
above equation underestimated the actual weight of 5 of those horses by an average of 15 pounds and overestimated the actual
weight of 5 horses by 12 pounds. One mare, that was extremely heavy fronted, deep-hearted and light hipped, was overestimated
by 150 pounds. The equation estimated weight of 1 horse exactly. Overall, the procedure averaged being within 24 pounds of actual weight.
Overall, horse owners should be able to utilize this simple tool for better managing their horses as the above-mentioned formula
appears to be a more reliable method for estimating weight than visually guessing. This procedure and formula can be used effectively on many horses, but may not be highly accurate for pregnant mares or for horses that have extreme conformational irregularities, especially very unbalanced horses.

The complete registry of the Morgan Horse Association is available on
line. For $100 per year or $9.00 each visit you can look up horse names,
pedigrees, owners, lesses, and study pedigrees and offspring.
Go to the AMHA website at www.morganhorse.com and and go to the
Member Extranet in the menu bar at the top of the page. Follow instructions.

AMHA Announces 2008 Election Results and Officers
Shelburne, Vermont–The American Morgan Horse Association (AMHA) held its annual convention and
member meeting February 13-16 in Minneapolis, Minnesota. More than 250 members and guests attended
the clinics, programs, and events.
On February 15, results of the 2008 Board of Directors election were announced by Amplitude Research,
Inc., tabulating agent for AMHA. The AMHA board welcomed three new directors: Region 3, Jack Gatewood
of Howell, MI; Region 4, Patricia West of Ocala, FL; and Region 5, Kristen Breyer of Wauconda, IL. In addition, re-elected incumbents included Region 3, Sherry Cole of Sheridan, IN, Region 5 Ling Fu Wylie of St.
Peters, MO; Region 10, Barbara Hewitt of Fredericksburg, VA; and Director at Large, Harry Sebring of Richmond, MA.
At the subsequent reorganization meeting, 2008 AMHA Officers elected were Cindy Mugnier of Granby,
MA, President; Harry Sebring, Vice President Finance and Comptroller; and Julie Broadway, AMHA Executive Director, Corporate Secretary. Regional Vice Presidents appointed include Barbara Hewitt, Eastern;
Sherry Cole, Central; and Bill Pettis of Rio Linda, CA, Western. Outgoing Director, C. A. "Tony" Lee III, was
inducted as a Director Emeriti, having served ten years on the AMHA Board.
In addition, the 2008 American Morgan Horse Educational Charitable Trust Officers include Cindy Mugnier,
President; Barbara Hewitt, Vice President Finance; and Julie Broadway, Corporate Secretary.
The 2009 AMHA convention and annual member meeting will be held next February in Sacramento, California.

Classifieds
I have two horses for sale. First is a great gelding, seven years old with lots of mountain miles on
him. Gaited and easy going with lots of endurance. He is bullet proof. Asking $5000. Color is Bay
and he is 14.3 hands. Second is a nice little mare four years old. She is gaited but would take an
experienced person to train her into the gait. She is very typey and athletic. She has a lot of endurance. She is 14.1 hands. She has one year of training. Priced at $3500. Both these horse have
never had a health problem and are very sound in every way.
Bruce Olson
Ph:801-420-1250 American Fork, Utah

Identifying the Symmetrical Gaits of Horses
or

What IS that horse doing?
© 2001 By Lee Ziegler

DEFINING GAITS
"GAIT: 1. A Manner of moving on foot, of walking or running. 2. Any of the various foot movements of a horse, as a trot, pace,
canter, or gallop." Webster's New World Dictionary
The gaits of horses are usually defined by their foot-fall sequence, foot-fall timing, support sequence, and the weight transfer pattern
from hoof to hoof.(1) Gaits are divided into two general categories, the symmetrical gaits in which the legs on one side of the horse
mirror the motion of those on the other, and the asymmetrical gaits in which the motion of the legs on one side of the horse is quite
different from that of the other. The asymmetrical gaits are the canter and gallop, gaits that are easy to recognize, have few variations, and are common to most horses. The larger and more complex category of the symmetrical gaits includes a wide range of
sometimes difficult to differentiate movements of the horse. Although all horses do some symmetrical gaits, the greatest variety of
these gaits occurs in the "gaited" strains - those horses that perform something other than a trot as their intermediate gait between the
walk and the canter. The symmetrical gaits most common in gaited horses (in no particular order) are: the hard (true) trot; the fox
trot; the running walk; the ordinary walk; the flat footed walk (flat walk); the stepping pace; the hard (true) pace; the true rack; and
the "saddle" or stepped rack. These gaits are natural to horses all over the world, have been given different names in different languages, but remain essentially the same. Despite the different words used to describe it, the gait is the same, whether it is called a
"rack" in the United States, a "trippel" in South Africa, a "tolt" in Iceland, or a "largo" in Colombia. Within each gait there are some
possible variations from the "ideal" gait. For example: a true trot is defined as a diagonal gait in which the right hind and left fore
hoof leave the ground at the same moment, followed by a moment of suspension during which all four hooves are clear of the
ground, followed by the simultaneous set down of the left hind and right fore hooves. However, in some horses that are very collected in their gait, the hind hoof of the diagonal pair sets down before the front, and in other horses that are "heavy on the forehand"
the front hoof of the diagonal pair hits first. Sometimes the moment of suspension disappears and there may be a point in which three
hooves are on the ground in this "trot." Many of these variations are impossible to see without slow motion video, so, since to the
naked human eye, the horse doing them appears to be trotting, his gait is accepted as a trot. The same timing variations may occur
within the other symmetrical gaits. Some horses may vary slightly from the "best" version of a gait, but as long as these variations
are not obviously "off" to the naked eye, their gait is usually acceptable as falling under the general definition of that gait.
HOW TO LOOK AT A GAIT
While graphic representations are useful for specific gait analysis and identification, they are not
much help when a horse has just zipped by in some symmetrical gait and you are trying to figure out what he is doing. You see a
horse in real time, in 3 dimensions, and unless you are in a helicopter hovering above the action, you can't see the "trail"(track) or
other parts of the movement of the gait very easily. If you try to look at the whole horse as he goes by, your eye will not be fast
enough to catch the timing or set down of all four hooves, and you may be confused and frustrated by all that is happening at once.
Don't despair, there is a relatively simple way to tell what gait a horse is doing! The clue to gait identification with the naked eye is
to break the gait down into manageable parts. Look at leg motion, listen to the beat or audible timing of the footfalls, and, finally,
watch the over-all body language of the horse to define his gait.

Breaking it down:
LEGS: Leg

movement it the easiest part of a gait to see. As a horse goes by in a gait, look at the foreleg and shoulder and the hip and
thigh on the side of the horse closest to you. Watch them for a while. Do they move forward together? Do they seem to move in opposite directions? Pull back your vision and include the movement of the lower legs on the far side of the horse. Does any leg on the
far side seem to move forward at the same time as one on the side toward you? Which one?
If the legs on the side of the horse closest to you appear to move forward at the same time, the hose is doing a lateral gait. Depending
on how close the timing of this movement is, the gait may be a true pace, a stepping or broken pace/sobreandando, a "stepped" saddle rack/corto/largo/tolt or a true rack. If the legs on the side of the horse toward you seem to move in opposite directions, the horse
is doing a diagonal gait. This will be either a hard (true) trot or a fox trot/trocha/pasitrote. If the legs appear to move independently
of one another, not moving forward together or paired with legs from the far side, the horse is doing a square gait.This may be either
a walk, flat walk, or a running walk/paso llano.
HOOVES AND BEATS: Once you have an idea which legs are moving together (lateral, diagonal or square) look more closely at the way
the hooves hit and leave the ground. Even without slow motion, you can see the general characteristics of the gaits by paying attention to the footfalls. Listen to the sound of the gait as the horse moves on a hard surface. How many beats are there? How are they
timed (even or uneven beat)?
BODY LANGUAGE: After you have looked at leg movement and listened to the footfall timing, stop concentrating on the legs of the
horse and look at his whole body. The bobbing of a horse's head and neck , the way his croup moves or doesn't move and the way he
carries himself give more clues to the gait he is doing. Does his head bob up and down, or from side to side? Is his croup carried
smoothly, or does it bob up and down with his gait? Is his head carried high or relatively low? All of these expressions of body language can be clues to which gait a horse is doing.

THE "SQUARE" GAITS
In all of the square or even gaits, the horse's hooves leave the ground and set back down at distinct, even intervals. There is no obvious
diagonal or lateral pairing of the motion of the legs, and the footfall beats are an even 1-2-3-4. The differences among these gaits comes
from speed, a change in the type of weight shift between the transverse pairs of legs (transverse: both front, or both hind) and different
"body language" in the various styles of performance of the gaits.
The (ordinary) walk: In a walk, the hooves lift off and contact the ground at even, separate intervals. Look at the hooves on the side of
the horse closer to you as he walks. They lift separately, they do not travel forward at the same time, and they set down at separate intervals. The beat is an even 1-2-3-4.
Footfall sequence: In the walk, the hooves strike the ground in the following sequence: right hind, right front, left hind, left front. This
sequence is the same for most of the symmetrical gaits, the variations in these gaits coming only from the timing of the set down or pick
up of the hooves.
Timing: The timing of the lift off and set down of the individual hooves is even in the walk. There is no lateral or diagonal paring in this
gait.
Support sequence: In the ordinary walk, there are two periods when three hooves are solidly in contact with the ground and two periods
when only two hooves are touching the ground. The progression of support is:(tripod) both hind - left front; (diagonal) right hind - left
front; (tripod) both front - right hind; (lateral) right hind - right front; (tripod) both hind - right front.
Body language: The ordinary walk is usually characterized by a rhythmic up and down motion (nod) of the head and neck, in time with
the forward motion of the shoulders. At a walk, the horse's back may appear to undulate from tail to poll, but he will carry his croup
steady, with no obvious up and down bounce or bob in his tail.
The flat footed (flat) walk: This gait, common to many gaited horses, is similar to the ordinary walk, but with more speed and reach to
the step. The hooves lift and set down at distinct, even intervals. The beat is an even 1-2-3-4.
Footfall sequence and timing: These remain the same in the flat as they were in the ordinary walk.
Support sequence: This changes a little from the ordinary walk, since the transfer of weight between the transverse pairs of legs alters
with the speed of the gait. In the flat walk the "landing" hoof contacts the ground just as the "lifting" hoof is leaving it, while the toe alone
of the lifting hoof is still in contact with the ground. Gait analysts sometimes call this a "running" weight transfer.
Body language: The flat walk produces a deeper up and down nod of the head and neck, still in time with the motion of the shoulders as
they reach forward, than is typical of the ordinary walk. This is accompanied by a level, driving motion of the hindquarters and croup.
Again, there is no up and down bob of the tail or croup in the flat walk.
The running walk/paso llano (in Peruvians): A good running walk is basically the same as the flat walk, with some added speed. The
hooves lift at even intervals and set down at even, separate intervals in a 1-2 -3-4 beat. The footfall sequence and timing in the running
walk are the same as in the ordinary and flat walk.
Support sequence: Due to increased speed, the transfer of weight between the transverse pairs of legs is not the same in the running walk
as the flat walk. In a very fast running walk, there may be a moment when both front hooves are completely clear of the ground for a split
second as the horse "leaps" from hoof to hoof in the gait. The transfer of weight in the hind legs remains the same as the "running" step of
the flat walk. Generally the support in the running walk is the same as that of the flat walk - a three hoof, two hoof progression.
Body language: The overall appearance of the running walk and the paso llano are different. Due to the "termino" (outward and upward
rotation of the front legs from the shoulder) displayed by Peruvian horses that do this gait, there is no head nod in the paso llano. In other
horses that do the running walk without termino, there is a marked up and down motion of the head and neck, although perhaps not as
deep as that displayed in the flat walk. With this one difference, the body language of a horse performing a running walk is the same as
one doing a flat walk - a deep up and down motion of the head and neck, and level carriage of the croup, with no bobbing up and down of
the tail or hindquarters.

THE DIAGONAL GAITS
The diagonal symmetrical gaits are those in which the timing of the pick up and set down of diagonal hooves is much closer in time than
that of the lateral ones.
The trot: In this most diagonal gait, the diagonal hooves lift off and set down at the same moment. To see this, focus on a front hoof,
then include the diagonal hind hoof in your field of vision. You can clearly see them lift off and hit the ground together in a true trot. The
sound will be a 1-2 beat.
Footfall sequence: Although there may be some slight variations in the trot, in the ideal trot, the diagonal hooves (right hind, left front,
alternated with left hind, right front) rise and hit the ground at the same time.
Timing: The diagonal hooves land at the same moment, with a long interval before the landing of the opposite pair, producing the 1-2
beat of the trot.
Support sequence: In the trot, one set of diagonal hooves hit the ground, then rises, there is a moment of suspension when all four hooves
are clear of the ground, then the other set of diagonal hooves hit the ground.
Body language: In the trot the horse does not usually nod his head and neck up and down. Instead, his entire body rises and falls in the
gait. His tail may sway from side to side slightly as he moves.
The fox trot/ trocha (if a Paso Fino) pasitrote (if a Peruvian Paso): In this diagonal easy gait, as in the trot, the diagonal pairs of
hooves lift off and move forward together, but the fore of the pair hits the ground noticeably before the hind. To see this, focus on the
front hoof, then include the diagonal hind in your field of vision. As the legs move forward together they will be just slightly out of time
with one another, and the front hoof will set down just before the hind slides into place. If you look at the hooves on the side of the horse
closer to you, they will lift off and set down at a long interval, the legs appearing to make an inverted V shape as the horse moves in the
gait. The sound will be an uneven 1-2--3-4, with the beats closest together coming from the set down of the diagonal hooves. You may
hear it as a ka-chunck, ka-chunck sound.
Footfall sequence: In the fox trot, the sequence is the same as that of the walk - right hind, right front, left hind left front.

DIAGONAL continued
Timing: The diagonal hooves contact the ground at much closer intervals than do the lateral ones. This gives the gait a distinctive 1-2
--3-4 somewhat syncopated sound.
Support sequence: At a moderate speed, the support sequence of the fox trot is the same as that for a walk - three hooves in contact
with the ground, alternated with two in contact, first the lateral pair, than the diagonal. However, with speed, the transfer of weight
between the front transverse pair off hooves changes to a "running" step, one hoof setting down as the other lifts, with only the toe of
the lifting hoof in contact with the ground as the other sets down flat.
Body language: In a fox trot the horse may nod his head and neck up and down with the motion of his shoulders. He will also have a
definite up and down motion in his croup. His hock action will appear more sharply defined than in some of the other symmetrical
gaits, as he "breaks"at the hock instead of taking a long, sweeping step with his hind legs.

THE LATERAL GAITS
The lateral gaits are those in which the hooves of the laterally paired legs (both right or both left) lift off and/or set down closer in
time than those of the diagonally paired legs.
The pace: In this most lateral gait, the lateral (same side) hooves lift off and set down at the same moment. (Right hind, right front,
alternated with left hind, left front.) To see this, focus on the hooves on the side of the horse nearer you, and you will see them lift off
and set down at the same time. The sound will be a 1-2 beat, the same as the hard trot, but this time the sound will come from the set
down of alternating lateral pairs of hooves.
Footfall sequence: In the true pace, although there may be slight variations as there are in the trot, the lateral hooves will hit the
ground at the same moment.
Timing: One set of lateral hooves hits at the same time, followed by a pause, then the opposite set of lateral hooves will set down.
This gives the gait the same beat and sound as the trot, a definite 1-2.
Support sequence: In a true pace, one set of lateral hooves hits the ground and supports the horse, this is followed by a moment os
suspension when all four hooves are in the air, then the other set of lateral hooves sets down to support the horse.
Body language: A horse in a true pace will sway his head and neck from side to side, away from each advancing foreleg. His entire
body will rise and fall with the action of the gait, with a distinct rolling motion from side to side.
The stepping (broken) pace (sobreandando, skeith-tolt): In a stepping or broken pace, the lateral hooves no longer set down at the
same time, although they may appear to lift off from the ground simultaneously. In this gait, the hind hoof hits the ground before the
front on the same side. To see this, look at the hind hoof on the side of the horse closer to you, then broaden your field of vision to
include the front hoof on the same side. They will leave the ground at close to the same time, but not exactly together, and the hind
will set down noticeably before the front. The sound will be an uneven 1-2--3-4, similar to the beat of the fox trot, but this time the
two beats closest together will come from the set down of the lateral hooves. The gait can be done at several speeds, with a longer or
shorter interval between the set down of the hind and front hoof on the same side.
Footfall sequence: In the stepping pace the sequence is the
same as that of the walk: right hind, right front, left hind, left front.
Timing: The lift off and set down of the lateral hooves is closer in time than the set down of the diagonal hooves. The beat is a 1-2--3
-4.
Support sequence: The stepping pace is generally a "marched" gait in which the sequence of support is the same as the walk - the
transfer of weight between transverse pairs of hooves at a slow speed in this gait occurs with both hooves flat on the ground for a
split second. With more speed, the transfer becomes a "running" step, with one toe in contact with the ground as the other hoof sets
down, in both the hind and front transverse pairs.
Body language: A horse in a stepping pace may sway his entire body from side to side as he moves, will have little or no up and
down motion of his head and neck, and no up and down bob of his croup.
The "saddle" or stepped rack (gaits that fall into this category: Fino, Corto, Largo, Rocky/Mountain Pleasure Gait, Trippel,
"singlefoot"): This gait is less obviously lateral than the pace or stepping pace, and is often classified as a square gait. However, in
it the lateral hooves are lifted from the ground paired in time, but set down separately, at even intervals. This makes the gait lateral in
pick-up, but even in set down. To identify this gait in a moving horse, first notice that neither the lateral nor the diagonal legs sem to
move forward at the same time. Then focus on the lateral hooves alone and notice that they seem to lift off somewhat close in time,
but that there is a significant interval between the set down of the hind and fore of the same side. [Because of the speed and action of
the gait, the set down of the hooves may sometimes be very difficult to see. Try to notice signs such as a puff of dirt as the hoof sets
down to identify the placement of the hoof..] The somewhat high action of the front legs delays the set down of the front hooves,
giving the gait its even quality at set down.
Footfall sequence: The sequence of footfalls in the saddle rack is the same as that of the walk - right hind, right front, left hind, left
front.
Timing: The set down of the hooves in this gait is even (or very close to even, sometimes slightly to the lateral, sometimes very
slightly to the diagonal in timing) and the lift off is lateral. The right hind and right front hooves leave the ground slightly closer in
time than the interval between the set down of the right front and left hind, but the interval between the set down of the right hind
and right front is the same as that between right front and left hind (diagonal pairs). The sound is an even 1-2-3-4 beat. It is only the
timing of the lift off that places this gait in the lateral gait category.
Body language: This is very important in determining this gait. A horse in a saddle rack will have no up and down head and neck
motion, although his head may swing slightly from side to side with the action of his front legs, in a sort of V motion. His croup will
rise and fall rapidly along with the active up and down motion of his hocks, flexing from the lumbo-sacral junction. He will take
slightly shorter and less sweeping steps with his hind legs than a horse in a running walk (a gait that is often confused with the saddle
rack).

The rack (hreina or pure tolt, fast largo): A faster version of the "saddle," the rack looks virtually the same without slow motion video.
The lateral hooves lift off close in time and set down evenly and separately.
Footfall sequence: The footfall sequence of the true rack is the same as that of the walk - right hind, right front, left hind, left front.
Timing: The timing of the true rack is the same as that of the saddle rack, an even set down with a laterally paired lift off of the hooves.
The lateral hooves leave the ground closer in time than they set down. This give the gait a 1-2 -3-4 beat.
Support sequence: In the true rack, the transfer of weight between the transverse pairs of hooves is accomplished with a "leaping" step in
which both hooves are clear of the ground for a period of time. This is true in both the front and hind hooves. The sequence of support is,
from the time of the set down of the right hind: diagonal support- left front, right hind; single support, right hind hoof alone; lateral support
- right front, right hind; single support, right front hoof alone; diagonal support - right front, left hind; single support, left hind hoof alone.
Body language: In the rack, the horse maintains the steady, upright, head and neck carriage of the saddle rack, and also continues the up
and down motion of the croup, with active hocks. Only speed sets it apart from the saddle rack.

DIFFERENCES IN STYLE
Although the basic footfalls and timing of the various gaits may remain the same, different types of horses perform them in very different
ways. These elements of style involve length of step, height of step, head and neck carriage, and speed. While each breed has developed its
own stylistic requirements of the symmetrical gaits, all have in common the standard that the gait be even, (not higher or longer stepping
on one leg than another) straight (no hock wringing, or paddling, dishing or winging *) and consistent (no changing cadence or timing
from one gait to another unless requested.) Here are a few of the different breed styles in gaits.
Editors Note: This article has been condensed from the original to conserve space for this publication. A continuation of the differences
in style is an in depth look at the gaits of individual gaited breeds and you can find that information on the internet on several sites.

Established in 1982, Silvershoe takes pride in breeding and promoting Morgan horses for recreational use. We use these horses in the true Utah tradition of mountain riding, hunting and packing. They have built-in four wheel
drive, and are equine “land Rovers” in the true sense. It is not uncommon to
ride 25 miles per day to get to where we like to hunt, and these horses can
take it day after day and bring the boys and me home safe.Silvershoe Morgans can be found coast to coast, from Alaska to Florida,
and now in the Domi nican Republic.
Gary Gray

6077 W 9600 N

Highland, UT 84003

801-756-4175

stallion list

Over Fifty years of breeding old type
horses with a way of going and getting
you there in style

MaryMels Swanee our senior stallion
no longer standing to the public

MaryMels Brandy 3 year old Palomino Stallion

Mary & Mel Frandsen 506 S 100 W American Fork, UT 801 756-4655

marymel@aol.com
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Down around Dodge City Kansas you can find the Warner Family and their predominantly black
herd of Morgan Horses. Warners have been producing Black Angus cattle for generations, and
started with the Morgan horses around

Gaited Morgans in the Dominican Republic
Yes, that ’ s what I heard...that there are gaited Morgans in the Dominican Republic. I just had to go
see them and you know what they say, where there ’ s a will, there ’ s a way. ( s ee photo ) Just kidding. We really took a plane, well actually a couple of planes.
Jim and I had to be in the Dominican Republic on other business ( can ’ t you tell) and we knew that
several of the Utah horses were shipped to the island last year. We just thought we ’ d take this opportunity to go check on them. We didn ’ t think about it being a 3rd world country and just what an adventure it would be getting from the airport to our resort and then to Santo Domingo where Sundust and the
others are at. The ride from the airport on the “ free” shuttle ( only supposed to be 40 minutes ) was
an hour and a half of edge of your seat, hang on for your lives, don ’ t look now kind of ride. You can
bet that our driver did not get one penney of this girls’ s American money as I was thoroughly rattled
along with ( not Jim of course ) the 8 or so other caucasions in the group. ( not necessarily English
speaking ) . Anyway, we DID get there without a fatal accident, and I was having
second thoughts about going anywhere on those roadways ever again, contemplating how I would divvy
out my earthly possessions and earn a living so I could live right there on that spot forever. Well after a
good nights rest, my adventuresome spirit returned, but then I was stuck in a business meeting for the
morning. Jim was somewhere running around on the resort, enjoying the sunshine, the swans, peacocks, flamingos, and
oh, maybe that very interesting European style beach if you know what I mean. Oh it was a scenic place!
Having finished with the business I came for, Jim and I set out to plan our trip to Santo Domingo. I checked out the Dominican Republic ’ s state department website which cautions you against renting a car and setting out on your own
as rental cars are targets for bandits and corrupt police! Oh good...this should be fun. A phone call to Hector assured us
we would be fine and I had all the faith in the world in Jim ( kinda ) . Next morning the rental car arrived at our
resort, and all our associates thought we were just nuts to venture out like that...and we are...horse nuts….I know you all
understand that. One of the difficulties traveling in the Dominican Republic is that there are no road signs to speak
of….just keep heading west. There are no interstates, we did find about 10 miles of 4 lane hiway at one point, close to
Santo Domingo. There are some stop signs and traffic lights, but no one pays attention to them, or which side of the road
to drive on. Jim was in true French road racing form this morning and although we were in a compact car, I felt so much
confidence with him behind the wheel, I felt like I was in a James Bond movie. He did great. Coming in to Santo Domingo
was really not a lot different than all the small villages we passed through. Just huge. Raw meet hanging on clotheslines,
motor scoters everywhere, people of all ages just everywhere, and ramshackle structures housing businesses and people,
a 3rd world country indeed. The odds of actually finding Hector and the horses in this huge city seemed against us as we
ventured further and further into the city. Panicked screeches, commands, questions filled the rental car as our well oiled
partnership of driver and navigator finally found our way to the Pizza Hut at the intersection of two Spanish named streets
we couldn ’ t pronounce! A call on the cell phone and much to our relief, Hector arrived in short order and we had someone with us who could communicate with us in English. Hector also is driving a nice big Ford Truck ( surely the largest in
the country ) and we were King of the road from then on.

Skillfully Hector weaved his way in and out of situations that seemed disastrous along the city streets, and finally we came
to a large boulevard which led us out to the country side, to the dirt road leading us to the hacienda. This is his home, his
people. His story of life in the US, playing Polo in 34 different states is interesting and exciting. A unique and certainly
tropical style horse barn greeted us at the end of the drive, and we piled out of the truck already pleased at the environment
the horses have to live in.

Hector introduced us to the barn manager, Hector, who is obviously adept at handling, managing and caring for the horses
and facility. Hector, the barn manager lives across the road with his family, and his daughter and friends were around, riding some of the other horses, which seems like a natural occurring frequent event around there. There is another gentleman there working with the barn manager as well. There was a second barn similar to this one, where Hector houses his
quarterhorse Polo pony stock. Gaited horses are becoming more popular on the island, but Hector and the only ones in
the Dominican Republic with gaited Morgans. They brought the horses out one by one for our inspection. The horses are
all in good condition, even those still adjusting to new diets, and they are all great gaited stock from Mel Frandsen, Ken
Thomas, and Gary Gray ’ s breeding programs. Seeing those familiar horses made us feel right at home.
This filly is an obvious Silvershoe

Hector convinced Hector this KTM

Higlander daughter and very gaited. In

had not been mounted before. It was

this photo, she ’ s pretty fresh off the
boat and having a fearful moment over
the hose on the ground.

mare was okay to get on, although she
no surprise to us the mare was fine
with Hector on her back. with just a
halter. He will soon learn that these
Morgans are a different lot of horses
than what he has been used to breaking in most of his life.

We went to the ranch Hacienda where we had refreshment and I whipped out my trusty laptop to show photos of evey
horse of everyone ’ s I had on there. So maybe you will get a call from Hector when he is ready to buy again. Hector extended a warm invitation for visiting, but advised using the airport there and he will come and pick up. That would be much
easier. Someday maybe we will return. We finished our visit with a trip back to town, a short visit to Hector ’ s town house
to meet his wife and one of his children, then we were on our way back out of the city. Hector is a most gracious host, taking time from his busy schedule to take us to the hacienda, treat us to lunch, and get us through Santo Domingo. Thanks
Hector and adios. We got in the rental, looked at each other, took a deep breath and said… ” ready?...ready” was the reply...This time it was a little more relaxing as we drove along the beautiful coastline back to the resort where our comrades
were relieved to see us. Other than negotiating the price on gas we had already pumped ( 7 Domenican guys on scooters
with calculators vs Vali & Jim negotiating how many pesos in a dollar anyway? ) It was a fun and exciting adventure, as
have been many of our trips that we ’ v e taken because of our gaited Morgans and our affiliation with this club. We really
appreciate the hospitality and appreciation we ’ v e been extended everywhere we go. If you ’ r e a gaited Morgan
fan….YOU ’ RE IN!!!

Ground Tie Training©
by Beverly J. Whittington

If you wish your horse to ground tie, you must formally train him. Teaching a horse to ground tie is not difficult, if you set
yourself AND the horse up to succeed. The horse must have minimal distractions, fly's and grass under their feet are sure to get
the horses mind off you and the training in progress! Try to conduct your training sessions when you can be undisturbed and
when distractions will be at a minimal. It is going to be impossible for the horse to accept the "TOTALLY Motionless" concept
that you are trying to install if he is distracted by the feed mill trucks arrival or the barn cat scurrying under his feet.
Materials Needed
 Sturdy halter
 Strong, safe, figure-8 training hobbles
 25’ lounge line, preferably with a chain
 Lead rope
 Food reward
It is important to start slowly & span the sessions out within a few days to a week, however long it takes. Begin by fitting him
with a sturdy halter, spraying the horse with a fly repellant and taking him to a quiet, small, enclosed area (a round pen is
GREAT). It is best not to start in a bridle, because if your horse takes a step, you definitely don't want to pull down w/ the bit in
the mouth, causing he horse pain. Also, he could take a step and step on a rein, then pulling back & breaking the bridle & also
hurting his mouth. I always like to begin the initial sessions by lounging the horse for a few minutes to get the freshness out of
him and to get him keyed to taking commands. If your horse has be trained to hobble, reviewing hobbling with the horse for a
few moments and then place the horse in the center of your enclosure with the hobbles on and the lounge line attached. If your
horse has not been trained to hobble, it would be easier to train to ground tie if you accomplish this first, but it is not impossible
to train a horse with out hobbling.
First you must establish what ground tying means in your own mind, before you can establish it in the mind of your horse.
Ground tying means to stand without moving a single foot, with their head up. To help the horse to be less inclined to take a
step, try to place the horse in a fairly square stance, so that he isn’t going to have to take a step or two to balance himself. Attach the chain under the jaw. Tell the horse WHOA and take a step away from the horse. If the horse takes a step, or drops his
head, say WHOA and send a wave through the rope, which pops him under the jaw and causes him to bring his head back up
and to stop forward movement. You must not let the horse get away with movement of any kind. Walk around him in a circle
on the end of the lounge line for several minutes. You must remind your horse that he must stand still and keep his head up,
correct for the slightest movement. When you return to the horse to release him from the command, praise him say “OK” and
offer a food reward. When your horse is responding to you & picking up on the aspect of ground tying...move to the next step,
which is unhooking the chain & hooking the line underneath the chin. Repeat the above steps until the horse is responding by
standing still with his head up to the command “Whoa”.
When the horse has a solid grasp on the message you are trying to get across, replace the lounge rope with a lead rope and
drop the rope on the ground under his head (do not progress to this step unless your horse is standing still with you holding the
lounge line). Give a slight tug on the line while telling your horse "whoa", drop the line to the ground, and then walk away.
Say "whoa" as you step away from him and then again walk around the pen for several minutes. If the horse moves at all correct him, if he walks away, quietly take him back to the exact place you had him, set him up square, and say "whoa", this time a
little more emphatically but not louder. If you have been using hobbles, remove the hobbles and stay by the horse’s side for a
moment as he realizes the hobbles are off. If he moves a foot, you can correct him with a tug on the halter and put any foot that
he has moved back exactly where it was. Say "whoa" and leave him in the middle of the round pen for several more minutes
while you walk around him. Progress to where you can lean on the rail, sit on the rail, exit the gate and walk around the OUTSIDE of the round pen or enclosure without the horse moving. Now proceed to go out of sight, increasing the time intervals
that you are gone. The lessons in the Round pen or small enclosure should be repeated until the horse stands still for at least
five minutes. Whenever you release him from the command, praise him say “OK” and offer a food reward.

Next, tack up the horse and move to a larger area. Ride the horse for a few minutes then set him up relatively square in the center
of the area, dismount, hobble him, drop the reins under his head, and say "whoa" as you leave him. Initially stay close, within ten or
fifteen feet, so you can get to him quickly if there is a problem. Gradually work father away from him, intentionally “turning your
back” where you can just see the horse out of the corner of your eye. Slowly increasing your radius from the horse. Make yourself
appear busy, as if your attention is not on the horse, but always keep a close eye out for any movement. It will often take over a
week's worth of lessons in the round pen or small enclosure and the larger area, but you will know when the essential connection
has been made. That is when you begin testing and strengthening the ground tie command in your horse. Use all possible opportunities to increase ground tying reliability. Ask him to stand still while repeatedly opening and closing a gate. If at any time he starts
to move, quickly close the gate to block his exit. Stand him in the middle of an area while you groom another horse, tied to the side
of the enclosure. If you would like to take this further, you can work on the horse ground tying without a line on... or even going to
ground tying without a halter on.
Now you proceed to an area, which is not as closely enclosed, such as a large paddock or field. Riding the horse, make up reasons
to dismount and fiddle with something on the saddle. Always make sure the horse is standing square, and always leave him head
up, with the command "whoa". Every different setting and set of circumstances that you can expose your horse to strengthens the
lesson in his mind. It isn’t a bad idea to keep your hobbles with you on these rides, if the horse breaks the ground tie by excessive
movement, hobble him and cause him to stand for at least 10 minutes before removing the hobbles and remounting. The horse
should not be eating grass, this is a command (not a request) and to fulfill the aims of the lesson, the horse must stand with his head
up. Continue the food treats until the command is firmly established, then begin to use just a pat and verbal praise, intermixed with
the occasional treat to reinforce the training.
Most horses will pick this up readily; it just takes a little time & patience. Ground Tying can be very useful, both in the trail and
show horse. A horse that has learned the lesson completely frees up the rider to carry out tasks that require hands free from holding
the horse. Not to mention that it is a tremendous plus when the horse is for sale!
Beverly J. Whittington
Beverly’s website is a bevy of information on gait and gaited horses as well as other equine related topics. Thanks Bev.

www.gaitedhorses.net

All we hoped for and more…..

Missouris MoJo Joey yearling stallion $3500.

Sire
Silvershoe
Colorado
Moab

Jim and Vali Suddarth
Montreal, Missouri
417-286-4720, 573-286-1954
vali@dam.net www.missourimorgans.com

Dam

MaryMels Rosebud

